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New Self-Fulfilment Travel Breaks In Wales Starts Up
BOOK a unique experience with Good Day Out and you can enjoy a hugely enjoyable and interesting day, whilst
helping support a great local cause.

The experiences are all available by voucher so make ideal presents for significant birthdays, and there is
something to appeal to every interest.
From traditional hedge-laying to learning about the history of The Royal Welsh Borderers with a Museum Curator
and a Cathedral Dean, Good Day Out offers a whole range of rare and unique experiences, each one donating a
percentage of the experience day price to a good cause. There's something for everyone, whether you're looking
to help protect local wildlife, leap from waterfalls and swim in wild pools while canyoning or learn the secrets of
sculptural modelling in clay.
And as you have your fun, you can rest safe in the knowledge that the money you spend is doing good in the
local area. At Home with Horses, for example, taking place on June 29th, allows you to spend a day learning
about horse handling and the psychology and therapeutic value of interaction with them. For every person
booking a place, money goes directly to the Usk House Day Hospice in Brecon. Alternatively, spend a day
photographing the local landscape alongside a professional and money will go to Ty Hafan Children's Hospice.
Good Day Out also features an online store with hand-made gifts made by companies benefiting the disabled or
those with learning disabilities such as L'Arche Communities and Beacons Creative, or also donates a percentage
to a good cause related to the product or maker. All are high quality products, interesting concepts and many are
made using recycled materials. Pine Cone Firelighters and Rebound Notebooks are only a few of things that are
offered online for delivery as gifts.
So whether you're looking to learn a new skill or enjoy a day of adventure, book with Good Day Out and you can
help any number of charities and good causes simply by having fun and doing what you enjoy in the Brecon
Beacons National Park.
For more information visit Good Day Out's website: http://www.gooddayout.co.uk/
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